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Why Renewable Energy
The interest in renewable energy sources is derived from their sustainability
•
•
•
•

To use the resources with minimal negative impact on the environment
To develop resources in an appropriate and cost-effective manner that is able to carry
on for the long term
Renewable Energy can help trigger sustainable economic growth and help economies
that are dependent on fossil fuels diversify creating new industries, expertise and jobs.
Renewable Energy development offers opportunities for new business formation and
new technologies, particularly for SME’s

“Growth need not suffer and, in fact, may accelerate. Research by the University of
California at Berkeley indicates that the United States could create 300,000 jobs if
20% of electricity needs were met by renewables. A leading Munich consulting firm
predicts that more people will be employed in Germany’s enviro-technology
industry than in the auto industry by the end of the next decade. The UN
Environment Program estimates that global investment in zero-greenhouse energy
will reach $1.9 trillion by 2020 – seem money for a wholesale reconfiguration of
global industry.”
By Ban Ki-moon, Secretary General, United Nations

Source: REN 21 2011 Renewables Global Status Report

Top ten issues are clients feel are barriers to a successful
delivery of renewable energy projects in emerging markets

Top issues are clients feel are the least important barriers to
successful delivery of renewable energy projects in emerging
countries

Additional barriers
• Subsidies for conventional fuels and electricity – IEA puts global
annual subsidies for fossil fuels at $409 billion whilst global
annual renewable energy subsides are anticipated to be around
$66 billion. These large subsidies for fossil fuels lower final
energy prices and distort competition by putting renewable
energy at a competitive disadvantage
• The environmental impacts of fossil fuels often result in both
local and global cost to society
• Risks associated with fluctuations in future fossil fuel prices are
generally not considered in decisions about new power
generation capacity
• Higher investment cost of initial capital however lower fuel and
operating costs
• Higher transaction costs – RE projects are typically smaller than
conventional energy projects

PPPs in Renewable Energy = IPPs
What is necessary for any IPP (in fact any project
financing?)
a) Long-term sustainable cashflow
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

the developer/owner must be credible
the offtaker needs to be reliable and creditworthy
the document providing for the cashflow needs to be
“bankable”
the power plant needs to be able to be built to
time/specification/price to get to the cashflow (ie, the EPC
documents need to be “bankable”)
the enabling legal, regulatory and political environment
needs to be right in the country
the project generally needs to be sustainable – it needs to
be able to withstand typical and forseeable risks
the risk allocation, generally in respect of the project, must
be well structured

3. Key Structural Issues
Host governments need to provide mitigation for key
political risks
b)

Political Risk Issues
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

War
Riot
Expropriation
Currency convertibility / repatriation
Consents / authorisations
Tax incentives
General “enabling environment”

Key Structural Issues
c)

Sustainability

The risk allocation in the documents is probably
irrelevant if the Project does not make basic economic
sense to all parties.

Key Structural Issues
d)

Financeability

Risks need to be allocated in the right way
TO the party best able to assume those risks
UNDER documents which properly deal with such
allocation.

General documents involved

Policy Solutions for Mobilizing Renewable
Energy Development
Tax Incentives
• Credits
• Grants
• Tax Holidays
• Accelerated depreciation
• Carbon tax and pricing
• Cap and trade schemes
• Indirect taxes, such as energy taxes
Renewable Support Policy
Compared to 83 countries in 2009 at least 96 countries have some type of
policy target or renewable support mechanism such as:
Regulatory Policies
Feed in Tariffs
Electricity utility quota obligation
Tradable renewable energy credit

Policy Solutions for Mobilizing Finance
Fiscal Incentives
• Capital subsidy, grants and rebate
• Investment and production tax credits
• Reductions in sale taxes, energy taxes, VAT and other
taxes
Public Financing
• Public investment loans and grants
• Public competitive bidding

Policy Solutions for Mobilizing Finance
Legal and Regulatory Framework
PPP laws and creation of a PPP unit (if applicable and if sufficient PPP
pipeline has been established)
Targets
Renewable energy targets are a critical component in any renewable
energy policy as they provide clarity and certainty to the private sector
Feed in Tariffs
According to the recent UNEP report survey, feed in tariffs are considered
to be the strongest policy instrument in leveraging private investment and
finance. By guaranteeing the price and providing a secure demand, feed in
tariffs reduce both the price and market risks, and create certainty for the
investor regarding the rate of return of a project.
It is import to ensure cost-efficiency of tariffs for society and feed-in tariffs
do not need to be high they just need to be stable and durable.

Policy Solutions for Mobilizing Finance
Fiscal incentives and grants
Tax incentives can be applied either to the investment costs or to the
electricity produced. Grants and rebates such as capital subsidies are
other types of public support mechanism.
By reducing the tax costs of projects, these incentives increase the
profitability of a given project and/or technology.
Tenders
The tender process is similar to feed in tariffs except that the level of
support is determine by the market by the government inviting the
project developer to submit bits to develop renewable energy projects.
Hybrid mechanisms
A hybrid mechanism might be more relevant depending on the context
in any particular jurisdiction. This consists of a mixture of support
mechanisms which might allow investors to choose schemes that are in
line with their strengths.

Main Recommendations
Development Context
Renewable Energy Policies should be integrated in the broader
development context and connected to the Climate Change agenda
Stability & Context
All policy support for renewable energy development should be stable and
predictable. The use of a particular policy type does not guarantee success.
Each country has unique circumstances and must design and enact its own
set of policies based on needs, competing interests and available resources.
Improved Investment Climate
Market mechanisms should be encouraged and designed to ensure longterm viability of the renewable energy sector. Targeted public sector and
donor support that addresses market failures and structural deficits can
build on market forces and remove constraints which otherwise impede
private sector involvement.

Recommendations (continuation)
Legal and Regulatory Structure
Each country should have a conductive legal environment and
regulatory structure allowing for the participation of independent
power producers, introduction of standardized PPPs and tariff setting
procedures that is clear and durable.
The legal and regulatory enabling environment for PPPs should be
created and government policies harmonized through regional
cooperation and cooperation on cross border projects and by
developing harmonized technical and pool grid code standards.
Capacity Training
Capacity training for government officials should be provided and
most importantly retained.
Transmission & Interconnection
Transmission and interconnection regulation should go hand in hand
with renewable energy regulation. Early attention to interconnection is
an increasingly important factor in the overall potential of renewable
energy development.

About Trinity
Trinity is a fully regulated, niche corporate, commercial and finance law practice
offering high quality legal services to financiers, developers and governments
undertaking energy, resources and infrastructure transactions in Africa and other
emerging economies. The team comprises senior lawyers from large
international UK and US law firms.
Trinity is ranked by Chambers & Partners’ Chambers Global 2013 the guide to the
world’s leading lawyers (including project finance lawyers) and by Legal 500 2012
for its emerging markets, infrastructure and power work. The 2013 edition of
Chambers Global ranks Trinity International for "Projects & Energy: Africa"
alongside some of the largest and best firms in the market. 25 firms rated, Trinity
is equal first in terms of number of named individuals. Trinity is ranked in the
same category as Allen & Overy LLP, Chadbourne & Parke LLP, Dewey &
LeBoeuf, Milbank Tweed and Mayer Brown.
Focus Newsletter
Published at least once a quarter – email: ana-katarina.hajduka@trinityllp.com to be
added to distribution list.

Market position/recognition for Trinity
o

Project Finance Magazine 2013 onshore wind IPP of the year for the Chirongeni Wind IPP
(Romania);

o

Chambers & Partners 2012: Trinity International LLP rated as a firm and all Trinity partners
named “leaders in their field”;

o

the Africa Energy Awards Best Renewable Project (2011) for the Cabeolica wind farm in
Cape Verde, where we advised Finance Corporation;

o

InterContinental Finance Magazine Global Award 2010: “Niche Law Firm of the Year - UK”
and “Project Finance Law Firm of the Year – UK”;

o

African Renewables Deal of the Year 2009, Project Finance Magazine/Euromoney and Best
EMEA Sustainability Deal 2008, EMEA Finance: Olkaria III Geothermal IPP, Kenya

o

the Project Finance International (PFI) and Project Finance Magazine (2008/2009) power
deal of the year , Project Rabai in Kenya, where we acted for the sponsors;

o

Lawyer Awards 2008: Runner up “Niche Law Firm of the Year”

o

Infrastructure Deal of the Year 2008, for both Project Finance International and Project Finance
Magazine: Lekki/Epe Expressway, Nigeria

o

Power Deal of the Year 2008, for both Project Finance International and Project Finance
Magazine: Rabai Power Station, Kenya

o

Project Finance Magazine Africa Deal of the Year 2006, acting on for the management team in
its MBO of Copperbelt Energy Corporation (Zambia).
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